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Q. 1. Sclcct Correct Alternatives 

a) Plane of Bending 

c) Neutral Surface 

a) a Cantilever 

1) When a beam is fixed at one end and loaded at the other, thc middle filament which is ncither 
clongated nor compresscd is called 
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c) Two Inverted Cantilevers 

2) A beam is supported at both the cnds and loaded at the centre is equivalent to 

3) The motion of a torsional pendulum is 
a) Uniform Linear Motion 

c) Angular S.H.M. 

a) zr 
c) zr4 
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5) In equilibrium position of bending of beam 

a) Speed 

c) Velocity 

a) Bending Couple > Restoring Couple 

c) Bending Couple Restoring Couple 

6) Select the wrong alternative 

a) 180° 

c) 90° 

b) Neutral Axis 

4) Geometrical moment of inertia of beam of circular cross-section of radius r' is ..... 

d) Neutral Filament 

b) Two Cantilevers 

d) Four Cantilevers 

b) Accelerated Linear Motion 

d) Linear S.H.M. 

b) r/4 

d) r 

b) Bending Couple < Restoring Couple 

d) Bending Couple = 0 

b) Temperature 

7) If the angle between the two component vectors is 
resolved components of the given vector. 

d) Mass 

b) 0° 

d) 4s° 

8) The absolute value of scalar triple product A-(BxC) is egalta ahe, 
whose adjacent sides are the vectors A, B, and C. 

then they are called the rectangular 
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a) Volumc 

c) Side 

with the 
9) The vector triple product produces a vector as a result of taking the cross product of one vector 

a) Scalar Product 

c) Dot Product 

10) A unit vector is a vector whose magnitudc is 

a) Zero 

of two other vectors. 

c) Ten 

b) Arca 

Q. 2. Long Answer Questions 

d) Diagonal 

b) Cross Product 

d) Addition 

b) Two 

d) One 

1) What is cantilever? Derive an expression for the depression of the free end of a cantilever due to 
a load. 

2) Explain vector product and its characteristics in detail. 
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